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Projected Housing Needs 
Methodology  *DRAFT*  
Introduction 
In 2021, the Washington Legislature changed the way communities are required to plan for housing. House Bill 

3442"*JD"3442+"cogpfgf"vjg"Itqyvj"Ocpcigogpv"Cev"*IOC+"vq"kpuvtwev"nqecn"iqxgtpogpvu"vq"ҵrncp"for and 

accommodate  housing affordable to all economie"ugiogpvu"qh"vjg"rqrwncvkqp"qh"vjg"uvcvg0Ҷ It also includes 

new requirements for comprehensive housing elements. These requirements include an inventory and analysis 

of projected housing needs for all economic segments , as well as permanent supportive housing, emergency 

housing and emergency shelters.  

As called for in HB 1220, the Washington State Department of Commerce (Commerce) is providing data about 

projected housing needs for all counties in Washington State. This report details the assumptions and 

methodology that were used to develop draft housing needs projections published by Commerce in October 

2022. These draft county-level projections are based on the Washington State Office of Financial 

OcpcigogpvҲu"*QHM) 2017 Growth Management Act (GMA) population projections . The final Commerce 

jqwukpi"pggfu"rtqlgevkqpu"yknn"dg"dcugf"qp"QHOҲu"updated 2022 GMA population projections , which are due to 

be finalized in December 2022. 

Relevant Requirements Under GMA 
Cities and counties fully planning under the GMA must include a housing element in their comprehensive 

plans. RCW 36.70A.070(2)(a) pqy"tgswktgu"vjcv"cnn"jqwukpi"gngogpvu"kpenwfg"ҵan inventory and analysis of 

existing and projected housing needs that identifies the number of housing units necessary to manage 

projected growth, as provided by the department of commerce, including:  (i) Units for moderate, low, very low, 

and extremely low-income households; and (ii) Emergency housing, emergency shelters, and permanent 

supportive housing0Ҷ" 

RCW 36.70A.030 rtqxkfgu"fghkpkvkqpu"hqt"jqwugjqnfu"d{"kpeqog"ngxgn"tgncvkxg"vq"ҵogfkcp"household income 

adjusted for household size, for the county where the household is located, as reported by the United States 

department of housing and urban development0Ҷ"Vjg"Fgrctvogpv"qh"Jqwukpi"cpf"Wtdcp"Fgxgnqrogpv"*JWF+"

publishes this income standard , referred to as Median Family Income or Area Median Income (AMI), for each 

LOCAL GOVERNMENT DIVISION 
GROWTH MANAGEMENT SERVICES 

https://app.leg.wa.gov/rcw/default.aspx?cite=36.70A.070
https://app.leg.wa.gov/rcw/default.aspx?cite=36.70a.030
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county on an annual basis. Exhibit 1 presents the definitions for each income level as stated  in RCW 

36.70A.030. 

Exhibit 1. Income Level Definitions in RCW 36.70A.030 

Household Income Segment Income Relative to AMI 

Extremely Low-Income 0-30% of AMI 

Very Low-Income >30-50% of AMI 

Low-Income >50-80% of AMI 

Moderate Income >80-120% of AMI 

 

Exhibit 2 provides definitions for other housing types called out in RCW 36.70A.070(2)(a) for special housing 

needs projections. 

Exhibit 2. Definitions for Special Housing Types  in RCW 36.70A.030 

Special 
Housing Type Definition  

Permanent 
Supportive 
Housing (PSH) 

Subsidized, leased housing with no limit on length of stay that prioritizes people who need 
comprehensive support services to retain tenancy and utilizes admissions practices designed to use 
lower barriers to entry than would be typical for other subsidize d or unsubsidized rental housing, 
especially related to rental history, criminal history, and personal behaviors. Permanent supportive 
housing is paired with on-site or off -site voluntary services designed to support a person living with a 
complex and disabling behavioral health or physical health condition who was experiencing 
homelessness or was at imminent risk of homelessness prior to moving into housing to retain their 
housing and be a successful tenant in a housing arrangement, improve the resident's health status, 
and connect the resident of the housing with community -based health care, treatment, or 
employment services. 

Emergency 
Housing 

Temporary indoor accommodations for individuals or families who are homeless or at imminent risk 
of becoming home less that is intended to address the basic health, food, clothing, and personal 
hygiene needs of individuals or families. Emergency housing may or may not require occupants to 
enter into a lease or an occupancy agreement. 

Emergency 
Shelters 

A facility tha t provides a temporary shelter for individuals or families who are currently homeless. 
Emergency shelter may not require occupants to enter into a lease or an occupancy agreement. 
Emergency shelter facilities may include day and warming centers that do not  provide overnight 
accommodations.  

 

There are two important features of the special housing definitions in HB 1220 and RCW 36.70A.030 that 

should be noted for projection  efforts. First, the definition of permanent supportive housing (PSH) includes 

those who are at risk of homelessness. This is different than the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban 

Development (HUD), which generally requires chronic homeless status for permanent supportive housing 

units. Since HUD funding is often used to supply these units, implementation of HB 1220 using local or other 

funding streams may differ. Second, both emergency housing and emergency shelter include temporary 

accommodations. In implementation, there may be overlap between what could be considered emergency 

housing versus emergency shelter. For this reason, emergency housing and emergency shelter will be 

projected as a single category. While the emergency shelter definition includes facilities such as warming and 

day centers, these services generally do not provide overnight accommodations and are not considered beds 

or units in the projections.  

https://app.leg.wa.gov/rcw/default.aspx?cite=36.70A.070
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While the changes in HB 1220 include significant and meaningful  new comprehensive planning requirements, 

it does not change the fundamental way in which communities plan unde r GMA. Counties and cities must now 

plan for and accommodate the categories of housing need outlined above. This means they must show that 

they have adequate capacity at appropriate levels of density  as well as policies in place for supporting and  

enabling housing production affordable at each income level, including those that are below market rate.1 

Forthcoming guidance from Commerce will outline these requirements as well as guidance for implementation 

in more detail. 

Format of Housing Needs Projections 
While the GMA requires that Commerce provide housing needs projections by income level and for PSH, 

emergency housing, and emergency shelters, it does not provide direction regarding the geographic scale of 

those projections. Therefore, Commerce is building on the established framework in the GMA whereby 

population projections are developed at the county level and allocated down to localities. This section 

describes this framework and its statutory basis.  

As indicated in RCW 36.70A.110 and RCW 36.70A.115, county officials are responsible for selecting a 20-year 

GMA population growth target that is within the high - and low-growth projections prepared by the Washington 

State Office of Financial Management (OFM). Every five years, OFM releases GMA population projections for 

each county in Washington State in three different projection series: Low, Medium and High. Most counties 

and cities have already established their own frameworks for adopting countywide OFM  population projections 

and allocating the projections down to local jurisdictions as targets. These jurisdictions, in turn, use the 

population targets in their comprehensive plans.  

To maintain consistency with this established framework under GMA, Commerc e will be publishing housing 

needs projections for each county. These projections will build on, and maintain consistency with , QHOҲu"IOC"

population projections.  Commerce will produce a range of housing needs projections corresponding to the 

Low, Medium and High GMA projections provided by OFM. These housing needs projections are published in 

the form of a spreadsheet tool that allows the user to enter a specific countywide population target and 

projection year. Then the tool returns customized projections of net new housing units by affordability level 

and special housing types needed to accommodate the entire population in the projection year. Additionally, 

this tool  will provide data estimating the baseline (2020) housing inventory in each county by affor dability level, 

PSH and emergency housing/shelter.  

Exhibit 3 ujqyu"cp"gzcorng"qh"vjg"hqtocv"qh"EqoogtegҲu"rtqlgevkqp"fcvc0"Kv"ujqyu"jqy"Eqoogteg"jcu"

grouped the Emergency Housing and Emergency Shelter categories together. It also shows how Commerce 

divided the Moderate-Income household category in two bins: >80-100% of AMI and >100-120% of AMI. While 

jurisdiction s are only required to plan for moderate-income housing as a single category (>80-120% of AMI), 

some jurisdictions may wish to look at both income levels separately when developing strategies for 

addressing housing needs. Additionally, the 0-30% AMI housing needs have been split into two categories: PSH 

and Other. This is because a portion of the 0 -30% AMI housing needs are projected to also need permanent 

supportive services (PSH)0"Vjg"ҵ2-52'"COK"QvjgtҶ"ecvgiqt{"ukorn{"tghgtu"vq"gzvtgogn{"nqy-income housing 

needs without supportive services.  

 

1 Note that the GMA only requires that jurisdictions plan for and accommodate housing. It does not require them to build housin g. New 
housing development involves many actors, not all of which are under the control of local jurisdictions.  
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In this example, the projection year is 2045. Commerce will project housing needs out to 2050, consistent with 

the horizon year of OFM population projections. However, Commerce will also provide interim projections for 

the years 2044, 2045, 2046, 2047, 2048 and 2049 to accommodate the various horizon years for county 

comprehensive planning cycles. 

Exhibit 3. Example Format of Commerce Housing Needs Projection Data  

Example County Projected Countywide Housing Needs       

Population Target = 383,411 Affordability Level (% of Area Median Income)     Emergency 

Housing/ 
Shelter 

Beds 

 0-30%               

  Total 
Non-
PSH PSH 30-50% 

50-
80% 

80-
100% 

100-
120% 120%+     

Total Future Housing 
Needed (2045) 

171,754 17,122 3,007 20,677 45,221 29,834 18,844 37,050 
    

1,864 

Estimated Housing 
Supply (2020) 

120,334 2,947 112 12,428 38,356 26,452 15,518 24,522 
    

626 

Net New Housing 
Needed (2020-2045) 

51,420 14,175 2,895 8,249 6,866 3,382 3,326 12,528 
    

1,238 

Notes: PSH = Permanent Supportive Housing 

 

 

Accessing Housing Needs Projection Data 
Commerce developed an interactive spreadsheet tool for releasing its housing needs projections. This tool can 

be used to access customized countywide housing needs projections and also support the process of 

allocating those housing needs to individual jurisdictions. This tool is now called the Housing for All Planning 

Tool or HAPT.2 Download this Excel spreadsheet tool on the Commerce Updating GMA Housing Elements 

website; all files are at the bottom of the page.  

Exhibit 4 is a screenshot of the spreadsheet tool with example user selections for Thurston County. There are 

three steps to generating housing needs projections for a county of interest. After the user completes Step 1 

(select the county) and Step 2 (select the projection year) the tool displays Table 1, the OFM population 

projection range for the selec ted county and year. For PSRC counties, Table 1 will also include applicable 

VISION 2050 population projections when the projection year 2044 is selected. Next the user can enter a 

customized population target within the OFM range. In this case , the user epvgtgf"c"vctigv"unkijvn{"cdqxg"QHOҲu"

 

2 Note: Commerce has previously referred to this tool as the Housing Needs Allocation Tool, or HNAT. The functionality of th e tool has 
been expanded, and the tool was renamed to reflect this change. 

Interpreting Housing Needs by Income Level  
EqoogtegҲu"jqwukpi"pggfu"rtqlgevkqpu"include needs broken down by income level. In many counties these 

projections show relatively modest  needs for moderate-income households and a larger amount of need at the 

lowest income levels. However, these projections for each income level assume success at meeting the housing 

needs of households at lower income levels. For example, in the example in Exhibit 3, the county needs 6,866 net 

new units for households at 50-80% of AMI. However, this assumes that all housing needs for households at 0 -30% 

AMI and 30-50% AMI are met. If the same county fails to produce the over 25,000 units needed at those two income 

levels combined, then households with incomes less than 50% of AMI will be forced to occupy more expensive units 

at the 50-80% AMI level or above. As a result, there would be a shortage of 0-80% AMI units compared to the 

cumulative need at those income levels. Therefore, counties may wish to consider cumulative housing needs below 

each level of AMI to ensure they are adequately planning to meet housing needs. 

https://www.commerce.wa.gov/serving-communities/growth-management/growth-management-topics/planning-for-housing/updating-gma-housing-elements/
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Medium projection.  Once the population target is entered, Table 2 appears with projected countywide housing 

needs aligned to that specific population target.  

Exhibit 4. Screenshot of the Draft GMA Housing for All Planning Tool (HAPT) 

 

Additional information about th is spreadsheet tool is available in the Draft  Guidance for Allocating Projected 

Countywide Housing Needs to Local Jurisdictions  tgrqtv"qp"EqoogtegҲu"Updating GMA Housing Elements 

website.3 

Methodology Documentation 
This section describes the data sources, assumptions and calculations used by Commerce to project the 

housing needs of the projected future population in each county in Washington  State. This methodology has 

three main parts which are interrelated: 

1. Projecting total housing needs (all income levels) 

2. Distributing projected housing needs by income level 

3. Projecting special housing needs 

The first part projects  the total number of housi ng units needed to accommodate the total future population . 

Therefore, it accounts for both unmet baseline needs as well as the needs to accommodate population growth 

projected by OFM. Next, we distribute these projected housing needs by income level with attention to baseline 

cost burdened households, homeless population and projected household growth . Finally, we project special 

housing needs, including permanent supportive housing and emergency shelter/housing.  The following 

sections describe each part in more detail.  

Total Projected Housing Needs 
Exhibit 5 provides an overview of our methodology for calculating total projected housing needs. The following 

subsections describe the process in more detail.  

 

3 In the Allocation Guidance, the tool is referred to as tjg"Jqwukpi"Pggfu"Cnnqecvkqp"Vqqn"*JPCV+."kvҲu"hqtogt"pcog0 

Housing Needs Projections for Selected County, Projection Year, and Population Target

Complete Steps 1, 2, and 3 to access countywide projections

Ṋ Low Medium High

Projected Population (2045) 320,649 383,411 467,696

Table 2: Projected Countywide Housing Needs Based on User Inputs

Ṋ Thurston County

Population Target = 385,000

Total Non-PSH PSH 30-50% 50-80% 80-100% 100-120% 120%+

Total Future Housing Needed (2045) 171,754 17,122 3,007 20,677 45,221 29,834 18,844 37,050 1,864

Estimated Housing Supply (2020)* 120,334 2,947 112 12,428 38,356 26,452 15,518 24,522 626

Ṋ Net New Housing Needed (2020-2045) 51,420 14,175 2,895 8,249 6,866 3,382 3,326 12,528 1,238

* Note: Supply of PSH in 2020 is beds. However, projections of Net New Housing Needed (2020-2045) are in housing units. See Overview tab for details.

Step 1

Select a County

Step 2

Step 3

385,000

Enter Population Target in Range

Select a Projection Year

2045 Emergency 

Housing/Shelter 

Beds

Table 1: OFM GMA Population Projections, 2045

Thurston County Projected Population, 2045

0-30%

Affordability Level (% of Area Median Income)

Thurston

https://www.commerce.wa.gov/serving-communities/growth-management/growth-management-topics/planning-for-housing/updating-gma-housing-elements/
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Exhibit 5. Methodology Overview for Calculating Total Projected Housing Needs  

 

Projected Household Population 
The first step to projecting future housing needs is to project future household population. Future household 

population is projected based on OFM population projections and Decennial Census data on group quarters 

population. Household population refers to  individuals or groups of people who live together in housing units. 

However, not all residents live in housing units - some live in group quarters such as military barracks, assisted 

living communities, college dormitories , or prisons. The projections ass ume that some percentage of the 

population will continue to live in group quarter arrangements at any given time. However, there is one 

category of group quarters population as reported by the Census that we assume are in need of permanent 

housing. The 2022"Egpuwu"tgrqtvgf"eqwpvu"qh"rgqrng"nkxkpi"kp"ҵQvjgt"Pqpkpuvkvwvkqpcn"Hceknkvkgu0Ҷ"Owej"qh"vjku"

category consists of pe ople experiencing homelessness living in shelters. For purposes of projecting future 

housing need, we assume that these residents will become part of the household population. In other words, 

we assume there should be enough housing units available to accommodate them in permanent housing.  

This assumption does  not mean that there will no longer be a need for emergency shelters or that 

homelessness will be ended. Nor does this represent a full count of the unhoused population. Rather, our 

projections provide enough housing supply to accommodate residents of group qu arters who are not in a long-

term living arrangement and who should have access to a permanent housing unit. Emergency housing will 

still be necessary for temporary stays when individuals or families are experiencing a crisis situation and need 

shelter, but there should be enough housing available to get these people back into permanent housing as 

soon as they are ready.  

Future group quarters population is projected by calculating the ratio between 2020 Group Quarters Population 

(minus persons in Other Noninstitutional Facilities) and 2020 Total Population. This ratio is then applied to the 

total future population projected by OFM. Future Household Population is calculated as Future Total 

Population minus Future Group Quarters Population. Exhibit 6 shows an example of the calculations for an 

example county. 
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Exhibit 6. Example: Calculating Projected Household Population  

 Variable Value Data Source 

A Total Population, 2020 539,339 2020 Census 

B Total Group Quarter Population, 2020 17,407 2020 Census 

C Other Non-Institutional Group Quarter Population, 2020 4,861 2020 Census 

D 
Assumed Future Group Quarter Population as a 
Percentage of Total Population: (B-C)/A 

2.3% Calculation 

E OFM Population Projection, 2050 629,823 OFM (Medium Projection)  

F Projected Group Quarter Population, 2050: E*D 14,651 Calculation 

G Projected Household Population, 2050: E - F 615,172  

Projected Households 
To calculate total projected households for each county, we divided projected future household population by 

an assumed future average household size. This household size is unique for each county and it is calculated 

based on a methodology that considers both baseline demographic characteristics as well as projected 

demographic trends.  

Average Household Size 
The average household size assumption has a significant impact on the number of projected households and 

therefore projected housing needs. Nationwide, there has been a long-term trend of declining average 

household size, as shown in Exhibit 7. However, during the past decade, average household sizes increased 

slightly in several Washington counties. This increase was likely to be at least in part related to widespread 

housing shortages and lack of affordable housing options. The Puget Sound Regional Council estimated that 

between 2010 and 2019 the region underproduced approximately 45,000 ҭ 50,000 housing units compared to 

unconstrained household demand.4 Housing shortage can result in outcomes such as young adults deciding 

to continue living with their parents instead of moving out or moving into a home with several roommates 

rather than finding their own place and forming new households. 5 It can also result in households struggling 

ykvj"jqwukpi"kpugewtkv{"vq"ҵfqwdng"wrҶ"qt"eqodkpg"ykvj"qvjgt"jqwugjqnfu"kp"qxgtetqyfgf"nkxkpi"urcegu0"Vjgug"

outcomes are indicators that the housing system is not providing enough units or enough affordable units to 

meet all housing needs. In other words, the slight uptick in average household size in some counties was likely 

caused by constraints in the housing supply. 

 

4 Puget Sound Regional Council (2022). Regional Housing Needs Assessment. Available 
https://www.psrc.org/sites/default/file s/2022 -09/rhna.pdf   
5 Lqkpv"Egpvgt"hqt"Jqwukpi"Uvwfkgu"qh"Jctxctf"Wpkxgtukv{"*4239+0"Vjg"Uvcvg"qh"vjg"PcvkqpҲu"Jqwukpi"42390"Cxckncdng"
http://www.jchs.harvard.edu/research/state_nat ions_housing. 

https://www.psrc.org/sites/default/files/2022-09/rhna.pdf
http://www.jchs.harvard.edu/research/state_nations_housing
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Exhibit 7. Average Number of People Per Household, Nationwide  

 

Source: Census Current Population Survey, 1960-2021 (Table HH-4) 

EqoogtegҲu"rtqlgevkqp"ogvjqfqnqi{"cuuwogu"vjcv"hwnn{"oggvkpi"vjg"pggfu"qh"vjg"hwvwtg"jqwugjqnf"rqrwncvkqp"

will require enough housing units to accommodate demographic trends that may point to smaller household 

sizes. The methodology also recognizes that all counties are different, and this trend is not likely to play out 

the same way in all communities across the state. Therefore, Commerce developed unique household size 

projections by county based on actual estim ates from the 2020 Census as well as the impacts of projected 

demographic shiftsҮspecifically the breakdown of projected population by age group. This work builds on the 

fact that average household size varies significantly by age of householder,6 as shown in Exhibit 8, and that 

QHOҲu"rqrwncvkqp"rtqlgevkqpu"kpfkecvg"vjcv"cp"kpetgcukpi"ujctg"qh"tgukfgpvu"kp"ocp{"eqwpvkgu"yknn"dg"qnfgt"

adults (see Exhibit 9). Of course, not all age groups are equally likely to be a householder. Many people under 

age 20, for example, are children living with parents or guardians. Therefore, we developed a projection model 

that accounts for the percentage of population at each age group that live in housing units , as well as the 

percentage of household population in each age group that are householders.  

 

6 The term householder refers to the person (or one of the people) in whose name the housing unit is owned or rented. 
https://www.census.gov/programs -surveys/cps/technical -documentation/subject -definitions.html#householder  

https://www.census.gov/programs-surveys/cps/technical-documentation/subject-definitions.html#householder
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Exhibit 8. Average Household Size by Age of Householder, Nationwide  

 

Source: U.S. Census Bureau, Current Population Survey, 2016 Annual Social and Economic Supplement 
 

Exhibit 9. Share of Population by Age Group, 2020 and 2050 

 
Source: OFM GMA Projections - Population by age and sex, five-year age groups, 2017 
 

Exhibit 10 details the steps for calculating projected household size in the year 2050 for each county in 

Washington. 
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Exhibit 10. Steps to Calculate Projected Household Size by County 

 Calculation Geography Source 

A 
Baseline household size, 2020 (Household population / 
occupied housing units)  

County Census 2020  

B 

For each age group: Percent of population that live in 
housing units, 2020 (Household population / Total 
population)  

Washington 
State 

ACS 2016-2020 5-year estimates 

C 

For each age group: Percent of household population that 
are householders, 2020 (Householders / Household 
population)  

Washington 
State 

ACS 2016-2020 5-year estimates 

D 
Estimated population by age group, 2020 County OFM GMA Projections - Population by 

age and sex, five-year age groups 

E 
Projected population by age group, 2050 County OFM GMA Projections - Population by 

age and sex, five-year age groups 

F Estimated 2020 household population by age group (B*D) County BERK calculation  

G Projected 2050 household population by age group (B*E) County BERK calculation 

H Modeled number of households by age group, 2020 (C*F) County BERK calculation 

I Modeled number of households by age group, 2050 (C*G) County BERK calculation 

J Modeled average household size, 2020 (F/H) County BERK calculation 

K Modeled average household size, 2050 (G/I) County BERK calculation 

L 
Ratio of modeled average household size 2050 to 
modeled average household size 2020 (K/J) 

County BERK calculation 

M Final projected average household size, 2050 (A*L) County BERK calculation 

Total Projected Housing Unit Need 
To convert projected households to projected housing units needed, we divide projected households by 0.94 to 

accommodate a 6% vacancy rate.7 Healthy housing markets generally need a 6% vacancy rate to ensure there 

is enough supply available to reduce intense competition for available units that can push up rents and 

housing prices. It also ensures there are a variety of housing options available to households looking to move 

for more space, downsizing, etc.  

 

7 According to the Lincoln Land Insti tute, a reasonable vacancy rate for a local housing market is between 4% and 8%. This study uses 
6% as the midpoint in this reasonable range. Source: Lincoln Land Institute, 2018 "The Empty House Next Door", 
https://www.lincolninst.edu/sites/default/files/pubfiles/emptyhouse -next-door-full.pdf  
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Net New Housing Units Needed 
The final step is subtracting the estimated housing unit count in 2020 from the total projected housing units 

needed in the projection year to calculate the additional net new housing need. This calculation does not 

consider how many existing housing units may be demolished during the planning period. Typically, some 

existing housing units are demolished each year due to redevelopment or replacement of older homes. 

Therefore, gross housing production in a county will need to be somewhat higher than new housing units 

needed to achieve the total housing units needed by the projection year. Communities may wish to set higher 

housing production targets to account for  expected loss of baseline housing due to demolition. 8 

The estimated 2020 housing unit count used in this calculation is adjusted to remove the estimated number of  

homes that are not available as permanent housing to meet the needs of full -time resident population . This 

includes two categories of vacant homes identified in Census ACS data: 

¶ For seasonal, recreational or occasional use 

¶ For migrant workers 

The number of homes in these categories can be significant in counties that are either recreational 

destinations or have a large migrant agricultural workforce. See the textbox on Accounting for Vacation 

Homes for a discussion of considerations.   

 

8 Qpg"qrvkqp"hqt"guvkocvkpi"vjg"rqvgpvkcn"nquu"qh"wpkvu"fwg"vq"tgfgxgnqrogpv"ku"cpcn{|kpi"fcvc"htqo"vjg"Eqwpv{Ҳu"dwknfcdng"ncpf report. 
Simply divide the total number of existing units on redevelopable parcels from the total capacity for net new housing gro wth throughout 
the jurisdiction (both redevelopable and vacant parcels combined) to calculate a percentage. Then estimate the number of unit s that 
eqwnf"dg"nquv"vq"tgfgxgnqrogpv"d{"ownvkrn{kpi"vjku"rgtegpvcig"d{"vjg"lwtkufkevkqpҲu"jqwukpi"itqyvj"vctigv0"Vjis method assumes that 
redevelopable parcels are just as likely to be developed as vacant parcels. This assumption may not make sense in all communities.  

Accounting for Housing Underproduction  
A key reason that housing costs are becoming more and more unaffordable is an imbalance between supply and 

demand. During the past few decades housing production in Washington did not keep up pace with job and population 

growth. As a result, many new households that would have formed were not able to do so. Examples may include 

young adults continuing to live with their parents instead of finding their own home, people living with several 

tqqoocvgu"kp"qtfgt"vq"chhqtf"tgpv."hcoknkgu"ҵfqwdnkpi"wrҶ"qt"eqodkpkpi"kp"c"ukping"jqoe.  Below is a summary of how 

EqoogtegҲu"jqwukpi"pggf"rtqlgevkqp"ogvjqfqnqi{"ceeqwpvu"hqt"wpfgtrtqfwevkqp0 

First, we model what average household size should be in the projection year if new household formation is not 

constrained by the housing supply. In nearly all counties, this results in a decline in average household size. When 

households sizes are lower, more housing units are needed to accommodate the same population. 

Next, we apply this lower average household size to the entire forecasted population, not just the increment of new 

population growth. Therefore, our calculation of total housing need in the projection year accounts for the full needs of 

both baseline (2020) population and projected population growth.  

So, when we subtract the estimated 2020 housing supply from the total projected housing needs, the resulting 

calculation of net new housing need is inclusive of both housing to address historic undersupply as well as housing to 

address new population growth.  
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Projected Housing Needs by Income Level 
Our methodology to distribute projected housing needs by income level is designed to address both baseline 

(2020) unmet housing needs as well as the projected additional housing needs to accommodate population 

growth. Exhibit 11 shows an overview of the projection method. For each individual income band, each of the 

three components is summed to ca lculate total projected net new housing need. The sum of net new units in 

all income bands is controlled to the total net new units calculated as shown in Exhibit 5. Each component is 

described in more detail in the sections that follow . 

Exhibit 11. Overview of Methodology to Project Net New Housing Needs by Income Level 

 

HB 1220 has no requirements to inventory housing needs for households with incomes above moderate 

income (>120% of AMI). However, this methodology accounts for  these housing needs as well.  

Housing to 
eliminate 
baseline 

renter cost -
burden

Housing for 
baseline 
homeless 

population

Additional 
housing to 

accommodate 
population 

growth

Projected 
net new 

units need 
by income 

level 

Accounting for Vacation Homes  
In some counties, a significant share of housing stock are vacation homes or short -term rentals. These homes are 

effectively unavailable to house local residents. This constrains the local housing supply. To address this issue, 

Commerce uses Census data to estimate the number of units dedicated for recreational use and assumes this count 

of units remains constant into the future. Essentially, these units are removed from the 2020 housing unit counts 

before calculating the net new units needed to accommodate the projected household population.  

Pqvg"vjcv"EqoogtegҲu"rtqlgevkqpu"qh"pgv"pgy"jqwukpi"pggf"qpn{"eqpukfgt"wpkvu"pggfgf"vq"ceeqooqfcvg"rtqlgevgf"

household population. It does not project how many additional units will be needed to meet demand for new vacation 

homes in the future. Jurisdictions that have high demand for vacation homes may need to consider policies to 

encourage new housing development that accommodates full time residents and limits the number of units devoted 

to vacation use or short-term rentals. 
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Housing Needed to Eliminate Baseline Renter Cost Burden 
The first step to projecting housing needs by income level is estimating the number of new units needed to 

address baseline (2020) unmet housing needs. A good measure of unmet housing needs is housing cost 

burden. A cost-burdened household is spending more than 30% of its income on housing costs. 9 Each cost-

burdened household is an indicator of an under-uwrrn{"qh"jqwukpi"chhqtfcdng"cv"vjcv"jqwugjqnfҲu"kpeqog"ngxgn 

compared to demand. So, the goal of this projection methodology is to provide enough new housing by 

affordability level to accommodate each cost -burdened renter household, while accounting for units vacated 

by cost-burdened households as more affordable units are built over t ime. 

The first step is calculating estimates of cost -burdened renter households in 2020. Here we use HUD CHAS 

data for 2018, and then scale up the estimates of cost -burdened households at each income level to 2020 

levels based on the ratio between JWFҲu"vqtal 2018 household estimates and our estimates of 2020 

households from Census 2020 data. The HUD CHAS dataset groups all cost burdened households with 

incomes above 100% of AMI into one income bracket. This analysis assumes all of these cost-burdened 

households have incomes between >100 and 120% of AMI.  

 

9 The U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD) determined this standard for housing aff ordability. 

Accounting for the Loss of Affordable Housing Over Time  
Housing costs have increased rapidly in recent years. As a result, housing in neighborhoods that were once considered 

affordable to low income households are now out of reach.  While this has been a real and measurable challenge in 

many communities, EqoogtegҲu projection methodology does not apply any assumptions about the loss of baseline 

affordable housing to rising housing costs or to redevelopment  and need to replace them through new development. In 

other words, the calculation of net new housing units needed assumes that all baseline housing units remain at the 

same affordability level relative to area median income  throughout the projection period. There are several reasons for 

this assumption : 

¶ In many areas, housing costs are not rising faster than AMI. There are many areas of Washington where housing 

costs have not been increasing faster than median income. So even through housing costs are rising fast , they 

may not be rising compared to AMI. This can happen in counties that are seeing in migration  of higher-income 

households even when the incomes of many long-time residents have not increased significantly . This can result 

in housing costs becoming more and more out of reach of those long -term residents. 

¶ Rising market housing costs are caused by undersupply compared to demand. EqoogtegҲu"jqwukpi"pggfu"

projections include enough new housing to keep pace with projected household demand. If communities increase 

housing production enough to keep paeg"ykvj"EqoogtegҲu"rtqlgevkqpu"cv"gcej"kpeqog"dcpf."vjku"yqwnf"dg"

expected to moderate the rate of housing price escalation so that housing costs will no longer be rising faster than 

incomes.  

¶ Commerce provides projections of the total number of units need ed at each income level. Counties with concerns 

about the loss of affordable housing can plan towards meeting the total housing needs , inclusive of those needs 

accommodated by the baseline housing supply. This could involve developing programs for affordable housing 

preservation, monitor ing their affordable housing stock , and identifying units with expiring subsidies or covenants 

that are in need of preservation. Commerce makes no assumptions about the number of units that ar e preserved 

in this manner when calculating net new housing needs at each income level. 
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Next, we model New Production to Address Need at each income level over time, assuming that 1/2 5th of the 

need to eliminate renter cost burden  is built each year.10 For every unit built, the needs of up to two cost -

burdened households is assumed to be addressed. For example, when a new housing unit affordable at 0-30% 

of AMI is built , it can accommodate a  baseline cost-burdened household with income of 0 -30%. Then the unit 

that household previously occupied is vacated and available to accommodate another higher -income cost -

burdened household. Our model uses HUD CHAS data about the affordability level of units occupied by renter 

households at each income level to determine the affordability level of units vacated. By accounting for units 

vacated at each income level, the model reduces the number of net new units needed to be produced to 

eliminate renter cost burden in higher income bands. The model continues to build homes and vacate units 

until there are no more cost-burdened renter households to accommodate. 11 Exhibit 12 shows the results of 

these calculations for an example county.  

Exhibit 12. Example: Housing Needed to Eliminate Renter Cost Burden 

Income 
Level (% of 
AMI) 

Cost-Burdened 
Renter 
Household, 
2018  

Ratio of Total 
2020 
Households  
to Total 2018 
Households 

Cost-Burdened 
Renter 
Household, 
2020 

New 
Production to 
Address 
Need* 

Units Vacated 
that Address 
Need 

0-30% 11,845  12,679 13,489 0 
>30-50% 11,040  11,818 7,979 4,593 
>50-80% 8,575  9,179 1,416 8,349 
>80-100% 1,925  2,061 219 1,973 
>100-120%** 910  974 0 1,055 

Total 34,295 1.07 36,710 23,103 15,970 

Cost Burden data source: HUD CHAS (Based on Census ACS 2014-2018 5-year estimates) 

* New Production to Address Need assumes a 6% vacancy rate and accounts for units vacated that address need. 

** HUD CHAS data summarizes cost burdened renter households with incomes of 100% AMI or above. This methodology assumes that all of these 

households fall in the >100-120% AMI income level. 

 

 

 

10 This model recognizes that all the units needed to eliminate cost -burden cannot be built instantaneously. By modeling the 
development of these new units over time, we can more accurately account for the role that vacated units play in eliminating cost 
burden at higher income bands.  
11 Note that the homes built in this model are only  vjqug"pggfgf"vq"cfftguu"dcugnkpg"tgpvgt"equv"dwtfgp0"Vjgug"ctgpҲv"vjg"jqogu"
needed to accommodate projected hous ehold growth. 

Why are cost-burdened owners households excluded from this method?  
This methodology to calculate units ne eded to Eliminate Cost Burden only accounts for the needs of cost -burdened 

renter households. While there are many cost-burdened owner households, these households are in a fundamentally 

different financial position compared to renter -households. Owner households have equity in an appreciating asset 

which provides them with financial options and opportunities not available to a renter household. Additionally, some 

of these owner households are retired and may have access to savings or resources not reported as income. Finally, 

there are other tools and programs that local jurisdictions can and should use to help reduce the cost of 

homeownership for  lower-income homeowners.  Therefore, building new housing units for these owner households to 

occupy is not necessarily the best or only solution for these households. Because of these factors, we do not include 

cost-burdened owner households in our calculations of new units needed to eliminate cost burden.  
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Housing Needed for Homeless Population 
Commerce has estimated homeless individuals and households for each county in Washington state in 2020. 

In the Special Housing Needs section below, we describe how these estimates are calculated , including 

assumptions for converting homeless individuals to  households. In this step we assume that 90% of homeless 

households need permanent housing affordable at 0 -30% of AMI and 10% of homeless households need 

permanent housing affordable at the >30-50% of AMI level.12 

Exhibit 13. Example: Housing Needed for Homeless Population  

Income Level 
(% of AMI) 

Total 
Estimated 
Homeless 
Households* 

Assumed 
Percentage by 
Income Level 

Total 
Households 
by Income 
Level  

0-30%  90% 7,022 

>30-50%  10% 780 

Total 7,802 100% 7,802 

* Methodology and calculations for estimating total homeless households are provided in the S pecial Housing Needs section below. 

Additional Housing to Accommodate Population Growth 
The previous two components address baseline housing needs as of 2020. Counties also need to provide 

enough new housing to accommodate population growth. The total units needed for this  last component is 

calculated by simply subtr acting total Housing to Eliminate Baseline Renter Cost Burden and Housing for 

Baseline Homeless Population from the Total Projected Net New Units Needed. Exhibit 14 shows an example 

of this calculation . 

Exhibit 14. Additional Housing to Accommodate Projected Household Growth , 2020-2050 

 

Commerce assumes that future household growth will include households across the entire income spectrum , 

and that the percentage of these households by income level will mirror that  of the baseline households.13 

 

12 This breakdown is based on a preliminary analysis of the income level of recipients of services kp"EqoogtegҲu"Kpvgitcvgf"Enkgpv"
Database.  

13 Recent trends show that income disparity is growing by the year throughout Washington state and the U.S. This is resulting in an 

increased share of households at the bottom and top of the income spectrum, with reductions in the middle. However, this is not a 

desirable outcome, and lack of affordable housing near locations of opportunity may be a contributing factor to this outco me. Keeping 

the percentages constant is a simple assumption that also reflects a policy goal to provide opportunities at all income level s. 

 

Total Projected 
Net New Units 

Needed

58,499

Housing to 
Eliminate 

Baseline Renter 
Cost Burden

23,103 

Housing for 
Baseline 

Homeless 
Population

7,802 

Additional Housing to 
Accommodate 

Population Growth

27,594 
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Therefore, the total  Additional Housing to Accommodate Population Growth  are broken down by affordability 

level according to the same percentages as the baseline households population.  

To calculate these percentages for each county we used HUD CHAS data, which is based on ACS 2014-2018 5-

year estimates. However, CHAS data groups all households with incomes at 100% of AMI or greater. 

Therefore, we conducted additional analysis of Census Public Use Microsample (PUMS) data to breakdown 

households with incomes >100% of AMI into two groups: >100-120% of AMI and >120% of AMI. The resulting 

percentages are then applied to the total  Additional Housing to Accommodate Population Growth . See Exhibit 

15 for an example of these calculations . 

Exhibit 15. Additional Housing to Accommodate Population Growth  by Income Level, 2020-2050 

 

Income Level (% of 
AMI) 

Percentage of 
Households by 
Income Level 

Additional Housing to 
Accommodate Population 
Growth by Income Level 

Additional housing to 
accommodate 
population growth : 
 
27,594 

0-30% 11.18% 3,086 

>30-50% 10.98% 3,031 

>50-80% 16.85% 4,649 

>80-100% 10.33% 2,850 

>100-120% 8.93% 2,464 

>120%  41.72% 11,513 

Source for percent of households by income level : HUD CHAS and Census PUMS (both based on Census ACS 2014-2018 5-year estimates) 

Exhibit 16 shows how all of the model calculations described above come together to calculate Total Net New 

Housing Needed, 2020-2050 by income level for an example county. 

Exhibit 16. Example: Total Net New Housing Need by Income Level, 2020-2050 

Income Level 
(% of AMI) 

Housing Production 
Needed to 
Eliminate Renter 
Cost Burden 

Housing 
Needed for 
Homeless 
Population 

Additional Housing to 
Accommodate Population 
Growth 

Total Net New 
Housing Needed, 
2020-2050 

0-30% 13,489 7,022 3,086 23,597 

>30-50% 7,979 780 3,031 11,790 

>50-80% 1,416 0 4,649 6,066 

>80-100% 219 0 2,850 3,069 

>100-120% 0 0 2,464 2,464 

>120% 0 0 11,513 11,513 

Total 23,103 7,802 27,594 58,499 
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Special Housing Needs 
To project future special housing  needs, Commerce begins with estimates of the current population 

experiencing homelessness. Then we developed assumptions about how this population may change over 

time in the years to come. While all population projections are subject to error, homelessness has additional 

confounding factors that may  influence the overall reliability of these projections. First, homelessness often 

increases in the aftermath of natural disasters (e.g., wildfire) and economic shocks that are difficult to predict. 

By leveraging historical homelessness data in Washington, these projections account for past need, but future 

events could lead to sharp spikes in homelessness that are not accounted for here.  

Additionally, homelessness can be substantially reduced through investments in housing and supportive 

services. In communities across the country, concentrated efforts to end homelessness, especially for specific 

subgroups such as veterans, youth and families, have resulted in reduced homelessness. These projections 

are based on current levels of system performance for housing in counties across Washington and assume 

only modest improvements over time. Should the state or localities substantially increase resources for the 

homeless system and affordable housing, rates of homelessness (and consequently the number of units 

needed to shelter those individuals) may drop. Numerous studies have demonstrated that providing housing 

and supportive services defrays costs to law enforcement, emergency rooms and other public services .14  

The true scale of homelessness in any community can be difficult to measure. The Point -in-Time (PIT) count, 

which is often used as a measure of homelessness in communities, typically relies on information collected 

via a one-night census, which can be impacted by weather, volunteer coverage and other factors. In 

Washington, the Department of Commerce draws on information from the Homeless Management Information 

Systems (HMIS) and homelessness flags in social service applications (e.g., Temporary Assistance to Needy 

Families) to compare to local PIT counts, finding that local PIT counts may only count approximately one -third 

of individuals experiencing homelessness. Further, HMIS systems may also undercount homelessness. HMIS 

relies on participation from homenguu"ugtxkeg"rtqxkfgtu."qhvgp"tghgttgf"vq"cu"ҵdgf"eqxgtcig0Ҷ"Kp"4243."

YcujkpivqpҲu"dgf"eqxgtcig"tcvg"kp"JWFҲu"Jqwukpi"Kpxgpvqt{"Eqwpv"ycu"94'."ogcpkpi"crrtqzkocvgn{"qpg"kp"

four homeless system beds are not reflected in the current data. King County conduct ed a cross-system 

analysis with Health Care for the Homeless Network (HCHN) and King County's Behavioral Health and 

 

14 https://endhomelessness.org/resource/ending -chronic-homelessness-saves-taxpayers-money-2/ ; 
https://www.rand.org/pubs/research_reports/RR1694.html ; https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC4679128/  

What happens when baseline housing needs exceed Total Projected Net New Units Needed? 
With this methodology it is possible for the sum of the first two component s of baseline housing needs (Housing to 

Eliminate Baseline Renter Cost Burden and Housing for Baseline Homeless Population) to exceed Total Projected Net 

New Units Needed. Following the calculation in Exhibit 14, this would result in a negative value for Additional Housing 

to Accommodate Population Growth . This outcome is likely in counties that have a great deal of baseline cost burden 

and/or homele ssness as well as limited or no population growth . When this occurs, EqoogtegҲu"projected housing 

needs by income level are equal to just the first two components  (Housing to Eliminate Baseline Renter Cost Burden 

and Housing for Baseline Homeless Population). In these cases, needs for households with incomes above 120% are 

assumed to be zero. For counties in this situation, it may be appropriate to meet some of the needs for low -income 

households through vouchers or purchasing of existing market rate units and subsidizing to make them affordable at 

lower income levels. 

 

https://endhomelessness.org/resource/ending-chronic-homelessness-saves-taxpayers-money-2/
https://www.rand.org/pubs/research_reports/RR1694.html
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Recovery Division (BHRD) and found that approximately 18% of people experiencing homelessness in King 

County were not included in HMIS.15  

 

Stakeholder Engagement 

The methodology presented below was developed with considerable input from stakeholders across 

Washington. Commerce held focus groups with each region of the state, ensuring at least one representative 

from each county was invited. Attendees included homeless service employees, planning professionals, 

affordable housing developers, government leadership, and people with lived experience of homelessness or 

housing instability. The topics within these focus groups included the extent and nature of undercounting 

homelessness (and how to correct for it), risk factors for homelessness, and methods for allocating housing 

needs. After the methodology was developed, Commerce held a second focus group with engaged 

stakeholders from across the state to provide additional input that is reflected in this version of the projection 

method.  

Impacts of Affordable Housing Provision on Emergency Housing  

The model presented below assumes only modest improvement in the ability of the homeless service system 

to house clients. A previous HUD study16 showed that providing families with permanent housing vo uchers 

reduced emergency shelter and permanent supportive housing use. Based on these findings, it is reasonable 

to assume that providing vouchers for housing or income-restricted housing at or below 50% AMI can 

decrease the demand for special needs housing, leading to decreased need for emergency housing below 

what is projected using this method .  

In some cases, emergency housing may be converted to permanent housing. For example, in King County, the 

Health through Housing17 initiative is working to conver t former motels, nursing homes and other similar 

properties into permanent housing for people who have experienced chronic homelessness. These types of 

investments joint ly work to meet emergency housing needs in the short-term as well as create longer-term 

affordable housing options.  

 

15 https://kingcounty.gov/~/media/depts/community -human-
services/department/documents/KC_DCHS_Cross_Systems_Homelessness_Analysis_Brief_12_16_2021_FINAL.ashx?la=en 
16 Gubits, D et al. (2016). Family Options Study. Prepared for the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development. 
https://www.huduser.gov/portal/sites/default/files/pdf/Family -Options-Study-Full-Report.pdf 
17 https://kingcounty. gov/depts/community -human-services/initiatives/health -through-housing.aspx 

About the Special Needs Data Sources 
Data for the special housing needs projections are drawn from the Homeless Management Information System (HMIS) 

operated by the Washington State Department of Commerce and the Supplemental Point-in-Time (PIT) count. A 

Homeless Management Information System (HMIS) is a local information technology system used to collect client -

level data and data on the provision of housing and services to homeless individuals and families and persons at risk 

of homelessness. HUD-funded programs are required to use HMIS, while other providers may opt into the system. The 

Supplemental PIT Count, also called the Snapshot of Homelessness, is a report created by the Department of Social 

and Health Services (DSHS) Research and Data Analysis (RDA) unit. Drawing on linked data from Provider One (P1), 

the Integrated Client Database (ICDB) and the Automated Client Eligibility System (ACES), the report counts 

applications for social services from people who were unsheltered or living in emergency s helter. The full report 

kpenwfgu"vjqug"yjq"ctg"fqwdngf"wr"cu"ҵwpuvcdn{"jqwugf.Ҷ"dwv"vjcv"ecvgiqt{"ku"pqv"wugf"kp"vjku"ogvjqfqnqi{0 
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Using the Models 

The special housing needs projections presented here are based on estimates of homelessness developed 

with two separate models. One model uses HMIS data and the other uses eqwpvu"htqo"YcujkpivqpҲu"

Supplemental PIT count. Both are likely to produce underestimates of homelessness as they rely on 

individuals engaging in services and being eligible for programs, which is not always the case when an 

individual experiences housing loss. The two models were created in response to stakeholder feedback that 

the highest, and likely most accurate, count of homelessness varied by data source in each county. 

Descriptions of how each model is operationalized are described further below.  

The projection data that will be loaded into Commerce's  Housing for All Planning Tool (HAPT) will default to 

the higher value from  the HMIS and PIT Supplemental models for PSH.18 Communities may choose to use the 

other model if it is deemed more appropriate through local decision-making processes. For example, some 

counties intake people experiencing homelessness from neighboring counties due to the availability of 

services, thus increasing their HMIS numbers. In this case, the community may choose to use the PIT 

Supplemental Model as a better estimate of homelessness within their own county boundaries. If a jurisdiction 

chooses to use the alternative model of PSH than noted in the Housing for All Planning Tool (HAPT), it is 

recommended the jurisdiction identify in its comprehensive plan  or housing needs assessment the justification 

for choosing the alternative model. 19 See the Special Housing Needs Projections section at the end of this 

document to review the results for both models. 

Impact of COVID on Baseline Data 

The baseline year for this data is 2020, during which COVID impacted many sectors, including homeless 

services. In many counties, homeless counts in HMIS and other sources decreased from 2019 to 2020. This 

may be due to services becoming unavailable or eviction moratoriums stemming entry into the system. The 

model includes adjustments to correct for potential undercounts of homelessness in the baseline d ata. For 

every year past the baseline, the model does not rely on homeless service data and instead includes social and 

economic factors that have been causally linked to homelessness in previous research .20 For all variables, pre-

COVID trends were analyzed to understand if that risk factor was increasing or decreasing, with the 

appropriate trend reflected in the model. The long-term impacts of COVID are unknown and may disrupt these 

trend patterns as the pandemic progresses.  

Emergency Housing Needs 
Within HB 1220, the definitions for both emergency housing and emergency shelter include temporary 

accommodations. In implementation, there may be an overlap between what could be considered emergency 

housing versus emergency shelter. For this reason, emergency housing and emergency shelter are projected 

as a single category. While the emergency shelter definition in HB 1220 includes facilities such as warming 

and day centers, these services generally do not provide overnight accommodations and are not considered or 

counted as beds or units in the projections  of need. The projections account for the total number of individuals 

experiencing homelessness, estimating the needed number of temporary accommodations to functionally end 

unsheltered homelessness. This number also accounts for current baseline needs, including those who are 

 

18 Emergency Housing projections are the same using either PIT or HMIS, therefore only one number is provided 
19 Additionally, the county should adjust its projected need for Non -PSH 0-30% AMI housing. Commerce calculates this number by 
subtracting the net new PSH need from the total 0-30% AMI need. So, if the county uses a lower number for PSH need, then it needs to 
subtract that number from the sum of PSH and Non -PSH 0-30% AMI need as shown in the Housing for All Planning Tool. 
20 https://www.huduser.gov/port al/sites/default/files/pdf/Market -Predictors-of-Homelessness.pdf  
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currently in shelter, fleeing domestic violence through the homeless servi ce system, and experiencing 

unsheltered homelessness.  

In both the HMIS and PIT models, there is a single projection  for all emergency housing and shelter needs. In 

many communities,  shelters and service providers focus  on specific  populations  (e.g., families, survivors of 

domestic  violence, youth) and many shelters are divided by gender identity. These projections  do not specify 

which populations  should or could be served in the allocated units. Communities  should draw on local 

knowledge of need, HMIS data, PIT Count and other data sources to determine the mix of populations  to be 

served in these projected units. Every effort  should be made to create low-barrier emergency shelter and 

housing options  that can serve diverse populations  and household types. Low-barrier shelters and housing 

options  serving diverse populations  create effic iencies and are effective  in getting resources to those in need 

more quickly.  

In the past, some communities have found that emergency shelter beds go unused even when there is need. 

The model does not make assumptions about the underutilization of emergen cy housing beds and units and 

instead provides the amount of emergency housing that would be needed to shelter every household 

experiencing homelessness, consistent with the goals of HB1220 . Current underutilization of shelter may be 

related to prohibitive policies, such as not allowing pets, requiring sobriety or instating strict curfews  that may 

conflict with work schedules . Additionally, congregate shelter arrangements may be uncomfortable, trigger 

trauma or exacerbate other health concerns. Though all current shelter, safe haven and transitional housing 

units are accounted for in this projection, l ow barrier, non-congregate emergency housing options that 

emphasize harm reduction may help increase the utilization of these units. Non-congregate units may also be 

more suitable for conversion to permanent housing, later being transformed to meet changing housing needs 

over time and provide units for low -income households.  

Emergency housing needs may be met through a number of different housing types. Emergency housing may 

include, but is not limited to, traditional shelter arrangements, hotel rooms, tiny home villages or short -term 

apartments. Regardless of the housing type that a county is implementing for emergency housing, the facility 

must be indoors and allow for access to personal hygiene facilities (e.g., a restroom), meeting the 

requirements for shelter or other facility types based on current Washington Shelter Guidelines for Washington 

state shelter program grant funds. 21  Less common housing types, such as yurts, may be considered 

emergency housing if they are connected to working utilities and provide required facilities  

Baseline (2020) Number of People Experiencing Homelessness  
The projections of housing needs account for both baseline (2020) and future needs for emergency housing 

and shelters. To determine these need, two models were developed. The first is based on HMIS data, and the 

second is based on PIT Supplemental from Washington State Department of Commerce. The methodology for 

each model is described below. 

HMIS Model for Number of People Experiencing Homelessness  

1. Create a base count of every person experiencing homelessness in HMIS22 for each county in 

Washington. This projection accounts for the number of units  needed to shelter or temporarily house 

 

21 https://deptofcommerce.app.box.com/s/whsi7x1qb8k9r6ozn8rzjedajcp2xjt5  
22 For this and all other base counts of people within HMIS, it does not include people who were housed and still enrolled in a service 
(e.g., housed through Permanent Supportive Housing), nor does the count include clients enrolled in homelessness prevention. It does 
include people enrolled in coordinated entry projects, as well as those using day centers.  
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every individual and household who experiences homelessness and assumes that those eligible for PSH 

will stay in emergency accommodations before moving into a unit.   

2. Adjust for potential undercounts by using the Con tinuum of Care (CoC) bed coverage rate for 

emergency shelter, transitional housing and safe havens.23 The bed coverage rate is the percentage of 

emergency housing beds that participate in HMIS. The bed coverage not included in HMIS was assumed 

to be the adjustment factor needed to obtain an accurate count of homelessness. For a Bed Coverage 

Rate of 74.52%, the projection would multiply the total number of individuals identified in HMIS by 

1.3419 to get a get a more realistic count of homelessness. The adjus tment factor was calculated by 

dividing 1 by the bed coverage rate. Commerce was able to calculate a unique bed coverage rate for 

each county.24 The table below shows this adjustment factor in sample counties with a high, low and 

average bed coverage rate.  

County 
Unduplicated HMIS 
Count 2020 Bed Coverage  

Bed Coverage 
Adjustment 
Factor to HMIS 
Count 

Total Persons 
After Adjustment  

Whitman 426 100% 1 426 

Clallam 2,113 63% 1.5873 3,354 

Adams 4 8% 12.5 50 

 

PIT Supplemental Model for Number of People Experiencing Homelessness  

The Washington State Department of Social and Health Services (DSHS) releases the Supplemental PIT count 

in January and July of each year. These are published as point-in-time estimates that provide a count of 

persons experiencing homelessness at that moment of the year. They are not published as full annual counts 

of all people who experienced homelessness each year. The Supplemental PIT draws on data from Provider 

One (P1), the Integrated Client Database (ICDB), the Automated Client Eligibility System (ACES) and the 

Homeless Management Information System (HMIS) .  

While the Supplemental PIT is published as a point-in-time count, for this project, it was converted to an annual 

count. The annual Supplemental PIT count was derived using the same methodology as the point-in-time count 

described above, but with reporting parameters to count unique clients for the entire year. No bed coverage 

adjustment is applied to the Supplemental PIT count, as it made counts of homelessness unreasonably high.  

Projected Needs for Emergency Housing 
Commerce used a special kind of statistical modeling , called Monte Carlo simulation , to project needs for 

emergency housing through 2050. Monte Carlo simulation methods are used to estimate probabilities of 

uncertain events by looking at possible ranges of probabilities that influence them. It builds models of possible 

results through probability distributions, recalculating the results 10,000 times using a different set of random 

numbers between the minimum and maximum values for each variable. The Monte Carlo method has been 

 

23 Safe haven is a form of supportive housing for people experiencing homelessness with severe mental illness. HUD is no longer 
funding new safe haven programs, but has continued to provide renewal funds for existing projects.  
24 Douglas County has a bed coverage rate of 0%. In this instance, the highest adjustment factor from all other counties was used.  
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used to estimate housing stock ,25 population estimates ,26 risk factors for homelessness ,27 and other topics 

relevant to this projection. This method allowed Commerce to project homelessness based on specific risk 

factors and use data unique to each county. In other words, counties with higher levels of risk for 

homelessness would have the potential for higher homelessness projections and counties with lower levels of 

risk would have lower projections.  

The following inputs were selected to build the simulation, based on prior research on risk factors for 

homelessness and feedback from stakeholde rs across the state. Each input is described in detail below. For 

each input, the model assumes a certain percentage of people with each risk factor will become homeless 

(referred to as the incidence rate of homelessness).  

Disability Rate  

¶ Data Source: American Community Survey Table S1810; Disability Characteristics  

¶ Variable: Non-institutionalized population with a disability  

¶ Incidence Rate of Homelessness: 1-2%, based on regression coefficients from prior studies  

¶ Rationale for Inclusion: Certain disabilities (e.g., substance use, depression) have been linked to 

homelessness in prior studies. Feedback from stakeholders indicated that people who have a disability 

are more likely to experience homelessness for a prolonged period.  

¶ Change over Time: This model assumes the rate of disability remains constant through the length of the 

projection.  

 

Evictions  

¶ Data Source: Eviction Lab28 

¶ Variable: 2000-2015 state eviction rate of 0.82% held constant across counties  

¶ Incidence Rate of Homelessness: 3%-15% of evictions result in homelessness based on prior surveys of 

incidence of homelessness from eviction in Chicago, Illinois; Santa Cruz, California; and King County, 

Washington. In high-cost continuums of care, which include King and Pierce counties in Washington, 

the effect size of this variable is larger. Therefore, the incidence rate was constrained to 7 -15% in those 

counties, and 3-7% in all other counties.  

¶ Rationale for Inclusion: Evictions do not always lead to homelessness, but increases in the number of 

eviction filings and executed evictions are likely to lead to increased homelessness .29  

 

25 Booth, A.T. et al. (2012). Handling Uncertainty in Housing Stock Models. Building and Environment, 48, 
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/abs/pii/S036013231 1002599 
 
26 Pflaumer, P. (1988). Confidence Intervals for Population Projections Based on Monte Carlo Methods. International Journal of 
Forecasting, 4(1), https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/abs/pii/0169207088900155  
27 Washington, D. et al. (2010). Risk Factors for Homelessness Among Women Veterans. Journal of Healthcare for the Poor and 
Underserved, 21 (1), https://muse.jhu.edu/article/372082  
28 Heburn, P. et al (2020). Eviction Tracking System. Published by Princeton University. 
https://evictionlab .org/map/#/2016?geography=states&type=er&locations=53, -120.458,47.372 
29 Crane, M. and A. Warnes (2000). Evictions and Prolonged Homelessness. Housing Studies, 5, 
https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/abs/10.1080/02673030050134592?casa_token=w2g6P5mQTqQAAAAA%3A7giUyO7dzoa9_Fn0TZC
2sEXU0ByRQROwpcFse4MOCW765IecGynWC0KNjRC8DQN5H0-v0zPFgHondg&journalCode=chos20; 
https://scholar.harvard.edu/mdesmond/files/desmond.evictionpoverty.ajs2012.pdf ; Cookson, T. et al. (2018). Losing Home: The 
Jwocp"Equv"qh"Gxkevkqp"kp"Ugcvvng0"Rtgrctgf"d{"Vjg"Ugcvvng"YqogpҲu"Eqookuukqp"cpf"Mkpi"Eqwpv{"Dct"Cuuqekcvkqp."
https://www.kcba.org/ Portals/0/pbs/pdf/Losing%20Home%202018.pdf  

https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/abs/10.1080/02673030050134592?casa_token=w2g6P5mQTqQAAAAA%3A7giUyO7dzoa9_Fn0TZC2sEXU0ByRQROwpcFse4MOCW765IecGynWC0KNjRC8DQN5H0-v0zPFgHondg&journalCode=chos20
https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/abs/10.1080/02673030050134592?casa_token=w2g6P5mQTqQAAAAA%3A7giUyO7dzoa9_Fn0TZC2sEXU0ByRQROwpcFse4MOCW765IecGynWC0KNjRC8DQN5H0-v0zPFgHondg&journalCode=chos20
https://scholar.harvard.edu/mdesmond/files/desmond.evictionpoverty.ajs2012.pdf
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¶ Change over time: Eviction counts have remained stagnant or dropped in many counties. This model 

assumes the eviction rate remains 0.82% over the course of the projections.  

 

Foster Care  

¶ Data Source: Foster Parent Alliance of Washington 

¶ Variable: Number of dependency and termination filings  

¶ Incidence Rate of Homelessness: 3-5%, based on regression coefficients in prior studies 

¶ Rationale for Inclusion: Adverse childhood experiences and foster care has been linked to 

homelessness in prior studies. Feedback from stakeholders indicated that foster and unaccompanied 

youth are among the most vulnerable clients within the homeless service system.  

¶ Change over Time: This model assumes the rate of foster care remains constant through the length of 

the projection.  

 

Incarceration  

¶ Data Source: Washington Department of Corrections  

¶ Variable: Prison releases by county 

¶ Incidence Rate of Homelessness: 1-2%, based on incidence from prior studies 

¶ Rationale for Inclusion: While the connection between criminal history, incarceration and homelessness 

is mixed across studies, feedback from stakeholders indicated that the re -entry population is in need of 

homelessness services and at significant risk of homelessness.  

¶ Change over Time: This model assumes the rate of incarceration and releases remains constant 

through the length of the projection, as these rates are likely more related to the number of available jail 

and prison facilities than crime rates or other factors.  

 

One-Person Households  

¶ Data Source: American Community Survey Table S2501; Occupancy Characteristics  

¶ Variable: Proportion of one-person households 

¶ Incidence Rate of Homelessness: 1-2%, based on regression coefficients in prior studies 

¶ Rationale for Inclusion: One-person households have been correlated with homelessness in prior 

studies, and the average household size for those experiencing homelessness is smaller than that of 

the housed population. Feedback from stakeholders indicated that those who fall into homelessness 

are less likely to have a support system, and a single-person household may be a proxy for that. One-

person households are generally paying a higher proportion of their income towards rent and may have 

fewer affordable housing options .30 While one-person households are not uncommon, and many cities 

are building high-cost studio and one-bedroom apartment designed for single residents, this model 

assumes a low incidence rate of homelessness from one -person households. This variable was only 

included for King and Pierce counties, as a recent HUD study found this variable to be statistically 

significant in high -cost continuums of care.  

¶ Change over Time: This model assumes that the proportion of one -person households remains 

constant over the course of the projection.  

 

 

30 Nisar, H. et al. (2019). Market Predictors of Homelessness. Prepared for the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development, 
https://www.huduser.gov/portal/sites/default/files/pdf/Market -Predictors-of-Homelessness.pdf 
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Overcrowded Housing 

¶ Data Source: American Community Survey Table B25014; Tenure by Occupants Per Room 

¶ Variable: Proportion of households with more than one occupant per room  

¶ Incidence Rate of Homelessness: 2-4% in all other counties, 5%-6% in King and Pierce 

¶ Rationale for Inclusion: Overcrowding is a statistically significant predictor of homelessness in prior 

studies. Feedback from stakeholders indicates that many people entering the homeless system are 

coming from overcrowded situations, and also that these individuals are less likely to be captured in 

current official homelessness counts.  

¶ Change over Time: As housing costs have increased, so have rates of overcrowded housing. While 

some cultures may choose to live in multi -generational homes that could be considered overcrowded, 

housing prices and lack of affordable units has also caused people to double -up or utilize non-bedroom 

areas of homes.31 Since 2017, the proportion of renters in overcrowded housing has increased slightly, 

from 5.8% to 6.1%. This model assumes that overcrowding will continue to increase in the short -term 

and level out over time as there are modest improvements in affordable housing in the long run .  

 

Year Proportion Rent Burdened 

Base through year 10 +0.1% per year 

Years 11 to end year Stagnant at year 10 rate 

 

Percent Without a High School Diploma  

¶ Data Source: American Community Survey Table S1501; Educational Attainment  
¶ Variable: Proportion with less than high school diploma  

¶ Incidence Rate of Homelessness: 0.5%-1%, based on regression coefficients from previous studies 

¶ Rationale for Inclusion: Level of education has been linked to homelessness in prior studies. Feedback 

from stakeholders indicated that those who experience homelessness are ofte n those in low-wage 

jobs, which is highly correlated with educational attainment.  

¶ Change over Time: High school graduation rates in Washington are improving .32 This model assumes 

that rates will continue to increase in the short term and level out over time.  

Year Proportion With No High School Diploma 
Base through year 3 Current levels 

Years 4 through 5 -3% without graduating 
Years 6 through 10 -5% without graduating  
Years 11 to end year Stagnant at years 6-10 rate 

 

Severe Rent Burdens (percentage of household income spent on rent)  

¶ Data source: American Community Survey Table B25070; Gross Rent as a Percentage of Household 

Income in the Past 12 Months  

 

31 Kole, K. (2022). Housing Vouchers Reduce Residential Crowding. Journal of Housing Economics, 55 
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S1051137721000759  
32 Came, D. (2018). Graduation and Dropout Statistics. Prepared by the Washington Superintendent of PUblic Instruction. 
https://files.eric.ed.gov/fulltext/ED583136.pdf ; https://www.k12.wa.us/sites/default/files/public/communications/2019 -01-
GraduationDropoutStatistics.pd f 

https://files.eric.ed.gov/fulltext/ED583136.pdf
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¶ Variable: Percentage of households paying more than 50% towards rent 

¶ Incidence Rate of Homelessness: 2.753%-2.919%; estimated from regression coefficients in prior 

studies.33 

¶ Rationale for Inclusion: Rent burden has been a statistically significant predictor of homelessness in 

previous studies.34 Feedback from stakeholders indicated that housing costs were a driving force of 

homelessness in Washington.  

¶ Change over Time: Although housing costs throughout Washington have drastically increased, the 

proportion of the renter population who are severely rent burdened has remained between 22% and 

23% since 2017. This model assumes that severe rent burden will remain stagnant over time.  

 
Receipt of Cash Benefits  

¶ Data Source: Temporary Assistance for Needy Families (TANF) Caseload; Washington Office of 

Financial Management; Economic Services Administration of the Washington State Department of 

Social and Health Services. 

¶ Variable: Average percentage of population receiving TANF; TANF caseloads are provided as a total 

across the state. County proportions were calculated by applying the percentage of Medicaid cases by 

county to the TANF caseload. It is assumed that any barriers to applying for TANF, such as the 

accessibility of social service offices in the county, would also apply to Medicaid. With very few 

exceptions, any TANF-eligible household would also be eligible for Medicaid.  

¶ Incidence Rate of Homelessness: 3%-4%, estimated based on regression coefficients from prior 

studies35. 

¶ Rationale for Inclusion: Cash assistance has been a statistically significant correlate of homelessness 

in prior studies. Income limits for cash assistance programs are near poverty l evels and often include 

the most vulnerable households with few to no resources.  

¶ Change over Time: TANF caseload counts have increased slightly year over year, in line with population 

growth. This model assumes the proportion of the population receiving T ANF remains the same.  

 

Unemployment  

¶ Data Source: Washington Economic Security Department  

¶ Variable: Unemployment rates by county 

¶ Incidence Rate of Homelessness: 4-5%, based on incidence from prior studies 

¶ Rationale for Inclusion: Unemployment has been a statistically significant risk factor for homelessness 

kp"rtgxkqwu"uvwfkgu0"Mkpi"Eqwpv{Ҳu"RKV"tgrqtvu"ujqy"lqd"nquu"cu"c"ngcfkpi"ecwug"qh"jqognguupguu0"Vjku"

variable is only applied to King and Pierce Counties, as past studies have shown a significant effect 

only in high-cost continuums of care.  

 

33 Edimo, D. and R. Lynn-Greene (2020). Technical Addendum: Yes, We Can Predict Homelessness in California. Prepared by Abundant 
Housing LA, https://abundanthousingla.org/technical -addendum-yes-we-can-predict-homelessness-in-california/  
34 Edimo, D. and R. Lynn-Greene (2020). Technical Addendum: Yes, We Can Predict Homelessness in California. Prepared by Abundant 
Housing LA, https://abundanthousin gla.org/technical -addendum-yes-we-can-predict-homelessness-in-california/ ; Nisar, H. (2019). 
Market Predictors of Homelessness. Prepared by the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development, 
https://www.huduser.gov/portal/sites/default/files/pdf/Market -Predictors-of-Homelessness.pdf  
35 Nisar, H. (2019). Market Predictors of Homelessness. Prepared by the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development, 
https://www.huduser.gov/portal/sites/default/files/pdf/Market -Predictors-of-Homelessness.pdf  

https://abundanthousingla.org/technical-addendum-yes-we-can-predict-homelessness-in-california/
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¶ Change over Time: Unemployment is highly variable and can be impacted by a number of political, 

social, economic and other factors. This model assumes the March 2022 unemployment rate for the 

duration of the projec tion, though recognizing that economic shifts that will impact this statistic are 

likely over the course of this timeframe.  

 

Variables that were not included:  

¶ Feedback from stakeholders indicated that housing scarcity is a driving force of homelessness. 

However, this is significantly correlated with housing cost burden and was therefore not included 

separately in the model. Similarly, some past studies have found gross rent to be correlated with 

homelessness. The Monte Carlo model relies on proportions of  the population in a given category, 

which cannot accommodate the inclusion of gross rent.   

¶ Black, Indigenous and other people of color are overrepresented in homelessness. Studies that have 

used race alone as a correlate of homelessness have mixed results, with some studies finding a 

significant correlation and others not. The most recent HUD study on drivers of homelessness did not 

find race alone to be a significant predictor. That said, Black, Indigenous and other people of color 

experience structural racism in other ways that are included in this model, such as higher rates of 

foster care, incarceration and evictions.  

¶ The model does not include an adjustment for people who may have multiple risk factors for 

homelessness. It is likely that some people who fall into homelessness have more than one risk factor. 

However, reasons for homelessness are complex and it is assumed that by not adjusting for those with 

multiple risk  factors, this at least partially accounts for those who may experience homelessness due 

to a cause not accounted for within the model .  

Applying the Monte Carlo Model  

The variables in the Monte Carlo model described above produce an estimate of the number of people who 

become newly homeless in a given year. These projections model total  beds needed. In any given year, not all 

people experiencing homelessness are able to obtain permanent housing, meaning that the projection must 

account for homelessness carried over from the previous year. To accomplish this, steps outlined below were 

applied. These tables illustrate the process using HMIS data for counties with high, low and average 

emergency housing needs.  

The final calculation for total units is:  

[((prior year homeless persons count ҭ positive exits) + new homelessness) * length of sta y]  

This model assumes that system performance improves slightly over time , as outlined below. However, 

performance improvement was capped at 80% positive exits and a 30-day length of stay based on current 

estimates of time needed to adequately house and stabilize a household in crisis0"Kh"c"eqwpv{Ҳu"dcugnkpg"

performance exceeded these caps, then their performance remained the same as baseline throughout the 

duration of the projection perio d.  

Year Positive System Exits 
Base through year 5 Current system performance 

Years 6 through 10 +1% positive exits, -10 days length of stay 
Years 11 through 15 +3% positive exits, -20 days length of stay 
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Year Positive System Exits 
Years 15 to end year +5% positive exits, -30 days length of stay 

 

1. Begin with the base count of homelessness from the HMIS or PIT Supplemental models, as described in 

vjg"ugevkqpu"cdqxg0"Vjku"vcdng"knnwuvtcvgu"vjg"JOKU"eqwpv0"Hqt"vjg"RKV"oqfgn."vjg"ҵVqvcn"Rgtuqpu"Chvgt"

CflwuvogpvҶ"yqwnf"dg"vjg"vqvcn"annual count from the PIT Supplemental method.  

County 
Unduplicated HMIS 
Count 2020 Bed Coverage  

Bed Coverage 
Adjustment Factor to 
HMIS Count 

Total Persons 
After 
Adjustment  

Columbia 68 44% 2.27 155 

Spokane 12,166 60% 1.667 20,277 
King 44,204 75% 1.33 58,939 

 

  

2. Using the percentage of positive exits from the homeless system, deduct those in the prior year that were 

housed 

County 
Total Persons After 
Adjustment  

Base Rate of 
Positive Exits  

Number of People 
Exited 

Number of People 
Carried to the Next 
Year 

Columbia 155 100% 155 0 
Spokane 20,277 46% 9,327 10,950 
King 58,939 39% 22,986 35,953 

 

 

3. Add new homeless from the Monte Carlo model 

County 

Number of 
People Carried to 
the Next Year 

Year 1 Projection: New 
Homelessness 

Total People Experiencing 
Homelessness in Year 1 
Projection 

Columbia 0 29 29 

Spokane 10,950 3,532 14,482 
King 35,953 22,771 58,706 

 

The process of Steps 2 and 3 repeat until the final year of the projection.  

 

4. Adjust for system flow by using the average length of stay. Since not every person in need of shelter will 

remain homeless for the duration of the year, the number of people experiencing homelessness was 

adjusted by the average length of stay in the system to determine the number of beds that need to be 

available to fully meet sheltering needs at any given point in time. The System Flow Adjustment is 

calculated by dividing the projected average length of stay by the number of days in a year (365). 

 

Although base year 2020 data was used for counts, 2019 length of stay data for each county was selected 

for this calculation  and adjusted for modest system improvement . The COVID-19 pandemic that shut down 
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many sectors of the economy in 2020 likely increased length of stay above typical levels, as landlords were 

not able to show units for the much of the year.  

County 
Average Length of Stay 
2019 (Days) 

Projected Average 
Length of Stay (Days) 

Final System Flow Adjustment 
(Divide Projected Average 
Length of Stay by 365) 

Columbia 23 23 0.063014 
Spokane 193 163 0.446575 
King 389 359 0.9835616 

 

5. Using the final  count of homelessness from the projection , multiply that number by the Final System Flow 

Adjustment to create the estimate of beds needed to meet the projected need. 

County 
Final Year Count of People 
Experiencing Homelessness 

Final System Flow 
Adjustment  Total Beds Needed 

Columbia 29 0.063014 2 

Spokane 8,858 0.446575 3,956 
King 66,754 0.9835616 65,657 

  

6. To determine the level of need that is unmet by current resources, deduct the final bed estimate from the 

number of current shelter beds from the Housing Inventory Count.   

County 
Final Estimate of Beds 
Needed, 2044  

Estimated Shelter Beds, 
2020 

Net New Need, 
2020-2044 

Columbia 2 1 1 
Spokane 3,956 1,239 2,717 

King 65,657 8,330 57,327 

 

Model Validation  

To test the accuracy of the Monte Carlo model described above, we ran the model with data for years 2019 (to 

determine carry over into 2020) and 2020. Then we compared the model output to the baseline HMIS and 

Supplemental PIT counts of actual homeless persons. This allowed a comparison of the projections produced 

by the Monte Carlo model to a known count of homelessness. The counties in the table below were chosen to 

represent the model performance for counties with high, low and average counts of homelessness. Broadly, 

the model is comparable to adjusted HMIS counts for most counties. For counties with  Supplemental PIT 

counts that are significantly greater than HMIS counts,  such as Thurston County, the model may be 

underestimating projected homelessness.  

County 

2020 HMIS 
Actual Count of 
Persons 

2020 HMIS 
Adjusted Count 
of Persons 2020 Supplemental PIT 

2020 Monte 
Carlo Count of 
Persons 

Wahkiakum 17 39 203 46 

Thurston 4,579 5,263 12,394 5,114 

King 44,204 58,939 50,427 57,608 
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County 
Monte Carlo Difference from 
HMIS Adjusted 2020 

Monte Carlo Difference from 
Supplemental PIT 2020 

Wahkiakum +7 -160 
Thurston -149 -7,280 

King -1,331 +7,181 

 

Permanent Supportive Housing Needs 
Permanent supportive housing (PSH) provides long-term rental assistance with voluntary supportive services. 

HB 1220 defines eligibility as those living with a complex physical or behavioral disabling condition who are 

homeless or at-risk of homelessness, prioritizing those who need comprehensive services to retain housing. 

The models described below outline how PSH needs were projected through the final planning year for each 

county.  

Since PSH is permanent housing, these projections are considered a subset of the total 0 -30% AMI housing 

needs. While some households in PSH may have income higher than 30% AMI, the majority of these 

households are likely to be in the 0-30% AMI bracket as this is where disability incomes would fall, and HB 

1220 requires PSH parvkekrcpvu"vq"jcxg"ҵeqorngz"cpf"fkucdnkpiҶ"eqpfkvkqpu"cpf"ugtxkeg"pggfu0"Vjgtghqtg."

these projections assume all PSH needs are among households with incomes 0-30% of AMI. 

Baseline (2020) Number of People Eligible for PSH 
Similar to the emergency housing needs, the projections account for both current and ongoing needs. To 

determine current need, two models were developed to create a baseline estimate of people eligible for PSH 

using both HMIS and the PIT Supplemental from the Washington State Department of Commerce.  

HMIS Model  

1. Create a base count of every person likely eligible for PSH in HMIS for each county in Washington using 

individuals who had a disabling condition or experienced chronic homelessness 36 as indicators. The 

below counties represent this process with low, high and average numbers of people likely eligible for 

PSH.  

County Unduplicated HMIS Count of Likely PSH Eligible 2020 
Garfield 1 
Yakima 1,167 
King 15,801 

 

2. Adjust for potential undercounts by using the CoC-bed coverage rate for emergency shelter, transitional 

housing and safe havens. The bed coverage not included in HMIS was assumed to be the adjustment 

factor needed to obtain an accurate count of need, meaning 100% bed coverage. The coverage rate for 

PSH specifically was not used because it applies to people who have already obtained housing rather 

 

36 For the full definition of chronic homelessness, see this link: https://www.hudexchange.info/homelessness -assistance/coc -esg-
virtual-binders/coc -esg-homeless-eligibility/definition -of-chronic-homelessness/  
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than those in need of housing.  The adjustment factor was calculated by dividing 1 by the bed coverage 

rate. This is the same calculation described in the Baseline Emergency Housing section.  

County 2020 Bed Coverage Bed Coverage Adjustment Factor 
Garfield 19% 5.26 

Yakima 81% 1.23 
King 75% 1.33 

 

a. Apply the Bed Coverage Adjustment Factor to Unduplicated HMIS Count of Likely PSH Eligible 

2020 by multiplying the unduplicated persons count by the adjustment factor  to determine the 

Total Persons Likely PSH Eligible After Adjustment. 

County 
Unduplicated HMIS Count 
of Likely PSH Eligible 2020 

Bed Coverage 
Adjustment Factor  

Total Persons Likely PSH 
Eligible After Adjustment  

Garfield 1 5.26 5 

Yakima 1,167 1.235 1,441 

King 15,801 1.3333 21,068 

 

 

PIT Supplemental Model  

1. Begin with the total annual count of persons in the Supplemental PIT count, as described in the 

Baseline Emergency Housing Section. This is a total count of all persons experiencing homelessness 

based on the Supplemental PIT methodology.37 

2. Once the PIT Supplemental figures are annualized, apply assumptions about how many individuals are 

likely to qualify for PSH based on disabling condition and chronic homelessness indicators . To do this, 

apply the proportion of those who are likely PSH eligible from HMIS to the PIT Supplemental 

Annualized Figure.   

County 

2020 Total 
Persons in 
HMIS 

2020 Likely PSH 
Eligible in HMIS 

Proportion 
Likely PSH 
Eligible 

PIT 
Supplemental 
Annualized 
Figure 

PIT 
Supplemental 
Persons Likely 
Eligible for PSH 

Garfield 18 1 5.556% 56 3 
Yakima 3,526 1,167 33.097% 12,017 3,977 
King 44,204 15,801 35.7456% 50,427 18,025 

 

Projected Needs for PSH  
As with emergency housing, Commerce used Monte Carlo simulations to project needs for PSH. As described 

previously, the models assume each person in need of PSH will stay in emergency housing for some period 

 

37 Vjg"Uwrrngogpvcn"RKV"kpenwfgu"dqvj"Ҷjqognguu"qpn{ҵ"cpf"Ҷct-tkum"qh"jqognguupguuҵ"eqwpvu0"Vjg"Ҷjqognguu"qpn{Ҷ"eqwpv"ku"wugf"kp"vjku"
methodology and does not include at -risk of homelessness.  
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prior to moving into PSH as a permanent housing option. The PSH projected needs in this model are based on 

chronic homelessness, as it is a measure for the frequency and duration of an individual's experience of 

homelessness. As people remain homeless for longer periods of time, health can decline and needs can 

become more complex, thus requiring PSH.38 Chronic homeless data was obtained through the Commerce 

HMIS system for each county and used in the model as a proportion of all people experiencing homelessness 

based on current rates.  

The Monte Carlo model for Emergency Housing produces ranges of projected homelessness based on 

different possible incidence rates of each risk factor. For each of these possible estimates, the PSH model 

creates a range of the number of people likely to experience chronic homelessness based on the proportion of 

people currently experiencing chronic homelessness in each county. Like Emergency Housing, the median of 

the ranges produced by the Monte Carlo model are used as the final projection. This model estimates that 90% 

of people experiencing chronic homelessness and 5% of people who are not chronically homeless will need 

PSH. Non-chronic homelessness is the remainder between total homelessness and chronic homelessness.  

This model assumes that system performance improves slightly over time, thus reducing chronic 

homelessness, as shown in the table below. Chronic homelessness could improve up to 5%, but never 

decrease to 0% in counties that already had very low rates of chronic homelessness. For example, in Pend 

Orielle, only 4% of people experiencing homelessness are chronically homeless. This rate decreased through 

the length of the projection to 0.69%.  

Year Proportion of Chronically Homeless Individuals  
Base through year 5 Current proportions based on HMIS data 

Years 6 through 10 -1% chronic homelessness 
Years 11 through 15 -3% chronic homelessness  
Years 15 to end year -5% chronic homelessness  

  

Applying the Monte Carlo Model 

The model of chronic homelessness in  the Monte Carlo model described above produces a projection  of PSH 

needs. PSH is intended to be a permanent housing solution. To project the total need for PSH, the steps 

outlined below were applied. The table below illustrates the process using HMIS data for counties with high, 

low and average PSH needs.  

The final calculation for total units is:  

[(Base Count ҭ move outs) + new need for PSH]/household size  = total need for PSH 

1. Begin with the baseline number of people eligible for PSH as described in the Baseline Count section 

above.  

County 
Unduplicated HMIS Count 
of Likely PSH Eligible 2020 

Bed Coverage 
Adjustment Factor  

Total Persons Likely PSH 
Eligible After Adjustment 
(Baseline PSH Need) 

Garfield 1 5.26 5 

Thurston 1,179 1.149 1,355 

 

38 https://nhchc.org/wp -content/uploads/2019/08/homelessness -and-health.pdf 
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County 
Unduplicated HMIS Count 
of Likely PSH Eligible 2020 

Bed Coverage 
Adjustment Factor  

Total Persons Likely PSH 
Eligible After Adjustment 
(Baseline PSH Need) 

King 15,801 1.33 21,068 

 

2. Deduct a number of people for move-outs. PSH is intended to be permanent housing; many people will 

remain in this housing for the duration of their lives. The model deducts 1.5% for mortality every year, 

based on CDC mortality rates. Some people will age in PSH or have their condition worsen and require 

more intensive care, such as nursing homes or in-patient hospital programs. The model assumes that 

4'"qh"RUJ"tgukfgpvu"oqxg"qwv"gxgt{"{gct"vq"oqtg"kpvgpukxg"uqnwvkqpu0"ҵOqxkpi"QpҶ"rtqitcou"ctg"

intended to encourage people living in PSH who have stabilized to move into non-supporting housing or 

other less intensive options. This model assumes that availability of affordable housing options 

kortqxgu"unkijvn{"qxgt"vkog."kpetgcukpi"rqukvkxg."xqnwpvct{"ҵoqxkpi"qpҶ exits from PSH. The total 

percentage of people moving out, including from Moving On programs, is displayed below.   

Year Total Percentage Moving Out 

Base through Year 5 
4.5% (1.5% mortality, 2% more intensive solutions, 1% 
Moving On) 

Years 6 through 10 
6.5% (1.5% mortality, 2% more intensive solutions, 3% 
Moving On) 

Years 11 through final year 
8.5% (1.5% mortality, 2% more intensive solutions, 5% 
Moving On) 

 

Using the Year 1 total move-outs percentage, the below table provides an example of this calculation for 

sample counties with low, high and average needs for PSH.  

County Baseline Need for PSH People Moving Out (Year 1) Year 1 Carry Over PSH Need 

Garfield 5 0 5 

Thurston 1,355 61 1,294 

King 21,068 948 20,120 

 

3. Using the Monte Carlo model, add new need for PSH for the year.  

County 
Year 1 Carry Over PSH 
Need New Need (Year 1) 

Year One Total Number of People 
Likely Eligible for PSH 

Garfield 5 1 6 

Thurston 1,294 289 1,583 

King 20,120 5,337 26,457 

 

 Steps 2 and 3 continue repeating for the duration of the projection.  

4. Determine the number of additional PSH units to meet the need.  
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a. First, to determine the level of need that is met by current resources, apply assumptions 

regarding vacancy rates to total number of PSH beds in the housing inventory count. It is 

assumed that the majority of PSH beds are filled and only 3% of beds are vacant in every 

community. 39  

County 2020 Total PSH Beds Estimated Available PSH Beds 

Garfield 0 0 

Thurston 112 3 

King 6,266 188 

 

b. Deduct the estimated number of PSH beds available from the total number of persons likely 

eligible for PSH. This is the number of additional PSH beds to meet the need. Household size 

assumptions are not applied to PSH because only one household member needs to have a 

qualifying need. Applying a household size to reduce the number of units assumes that all 

members of the household have a qualifying condition. Therefore, the number of PSH beds 

needed is estimated to be the unit count.  

County 
Likely Eligible for PSH 
(Final Year Projection) 

Estimated Available 
PSH Beds 

Unmet PSH Bed 
Need 

Garfield 11 0 11 

Thurston 3,489 3 3,486 

King 62,864 188 62,676 

 

c. To convert the total number of beds needed into units needed, divide by household size. The 

average household size in each county was calculated by dividing the total number of people in 

HMIS by the total number of households in HMIS.  

County Unmet PSH Bed Need Average Household Size Net New Need for PSH Units 

Garfield 11 2 5 

Thurston 3,486 1.31 2,666 

King 62,676 1.29 48,728 

 

Model Validation  

To test the accuracy of  the Monte Carlo model described above, Commerce ran the model with data for years 

2019 through 2020 to count only persons likely eligible for PSH and compared to HMIS actual and adjusted 

numbers. Projections are generally between the actual and adjusted counts for HMIS. Like the Emergency 

Housing model, in counties where the Supplemental PIT was significantly greater than HMIS counts, the Monte 

Carlo model underestimates  need for PSH.   

 

39 This low vacancy rate allows vacancies for units to turn over between residents, while recognizing that there is a high demand for 
PSH units overall. 
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County 

2020 HMIS 
Actual Likely 
PSH Eligible 
Persons 

2020 HMIS 
Adjusted Likely 
PSH Eligible 
Persons 

2020 PIT Supplemental 
Likely PSH Eligible 
Persons 

2020 Monte Carlo 
Likely PSH Eligible 
Persons 

Garfield 1 5 3 9 

Thurston 1,179 1,355 3,191 1,339 

King 15,801 21,068 18,025 19,416 

 

County 
Monte Carlo Difference from 
HMIS Adjusted 2020 

Monte Carlo Difference from 
Supplemental PIT 2020 

Garfield +4 +6 

Thurston -16 -1,852 

King -1,652 +1391 

 

Special Housing Needs Projections 
The tables below show the additional need by 2044 for emergency housing and permanent supportive housing 

following the projection methods described above. They use the OFM Medium population projection for all 

counties, except for PSRC counties where Vision 2050 targets are used instead.40 These special housing needs 

projections  account for baseline (2020) emergency housing beds and PSH units available according to the 

Washington Housing Inventory Count (HIC) prepared for HUD. It is possible counties have additional inventory 

not included in this count . This may happen if a program does not accept public funds or if a new project has 

recently opened. For example, a faith-based organization may provide year-round shelter using private 

donations and not partici pate in homeless service data collection or funding. Counties should make efforts to 

verify current resources.  

Projected Emergency Housing by County  

County 
Total Emergency Housing 
Bed Need, 2044 

Baseline (2020) 
Emergency Housing 
Beds 

Net New Emergency Housing 
Bed Need by 2044  

Adams 38 1 37 

Asotin 44 1 43 
Benton 283 215 68 
Chelan 666 207 459 
Clallam 549 99 450 
Clark 4,177 769 3,408 
Columbia 2 1 1 

Cowlitz 380 102 278 
Douglas 77 0 77 
Ferry 24 0 24 
Franklin 403 2 401 
Garfield 2 0 2 
Grant 184 43 141 

Grays Harbor 383 95 288 

 

40 The final release will include data corresponding to all three OFM population projection series, based on the 2022 OFM data release. 
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County 
Total Emergency Housing 
Bed Need, 2044 

Baseline (2020) 
Emergency Housing 
Beds 

Net New Emergency Housing 
Bed Need by 2044  

Island 357 47 310 
Jefferson  623 21 602 
King 65,657 8,330 57,327 

Kitsap 1,856 258 1,598 
Kittitas  82 18 64 
Klickitat  86 11 75 
Lewis 519 42 477 
Lincoln 12 3 9 
Mason 327 53 274 
Okanogan 144 11 133 

Pacific 231 8 223 
Pend Oreille 24 12 12 
Pierce 9,157 1,121 8,036 
San Juan 29 0 29 
Skagit 634 145 489 
Skamania 86 3 83 

Snohomish 11,092 1,319 9,773 
Spokane 3,956 1,239 2,717 
Stevens 93 13 80 
Thurston 1,540 302 1,238 
Wahkiakum 16 1 15 
Walla Walla 135 135 0 

Whatcom 1,313 539 774 
Whitman 68 30 38 
Yakima 2,059 406 1,653 
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Projected PSH by County 

County 
Net New PSH Need by 
2044, HMIS Model 

Net New PSH Need 
by 2044, PIT Model 

Adams 453 457 
Asotin 104 129 
Benton 994 992 

Chelan 713 649 
Clallam 658 631 
Clark 5,166 5,221 
Columbia 20 18 
Cowlitz 456 427 
Douglas 185 185 

Ferry 32 32 
Franklin 1,196 1,243 
Garfield 5 5 
Grant 835 871 
Grays Harbor 835 847 
Island 295 289 

Jefferson  268 270 

King 48,728 48,341 
Kitsap 1,787 1,755 
Kittitas  383 388 
Klickitat  129 134 
Lewis 670 654 
Lincoln 24 24 

Mason 551 589 
Okanogan 195 205 
Pacific 256 236 
Pend Oreille 58 60 
Pierce 21,514 22,860 
San Juan 43 41 

Skagit 1,244 1,262 
Skamania 112 108 
Snohomish 9,268 9,617 
Spokane 4,957 5,084 
Stevens 341 397 
Thurston 2,666 2,895 

Wahkiakum 50 56 
Walla Walla 431 443 
Whatcom 2,333 2,455 
Whitman 189 192 
Yakima 6,328 6,650 
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Homelessness Per Capita 

County 

Homelessness41 
Per 10,000 People, 
2020 

Projected 
Homelessness Per 
10,000 People, 2044 

Adams 86 179 

Asotin 363 96 
Benton 161 87 
Chelan 433 139 
Clallam 435 195 
Clark 212 128 
Columbia 391 76 

Cowlitz 799 180 
Douglas 196 163 
Ferry 226 97 
Franklin 229 130 
Garfield 414 85 
Grant 258 161 
Grays Harbor 415 104 

Island 160 86 
Jefferson  224 83 
King 260 241 
Kitsap 273 173 
Kittitas  174 91 
Klickitat  255 131 

Lewis 470 146 
Lincoln 120 110 
Mason 433 163 
Okanogan 371 138 
Pacific 398 97 
Pend Oreille 355 147 

Pierce 402 335 
San Juan 738 71 
Skagit 304 172 
Skamania 368 170 
Snohomish 270 143 
Spokane 446 145 
Stevens 407 94 

Thurston 420 151 
Wahkiakum 459 163 
Walla Walla 359 137 
Whatcom 353 133 
Whitman 171 155 
Yakima 468 322 

 

 

 

41 Based on the higher count of either adjusted HMIS or Supplemental PIT as described in this methodology 
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